Class 29 meets online during the "State Budget Basics: Corrections, Education & Healthcare" Seminar. Our in-person programming will be back in 2021. However, for many programs, IResource Center went to an online format and still found time to have a food drive for both went to a virtual mode and continued to help educate teachers and landscape courses, ensuring that the state's professional applicators were up-to-date in the latest addressing pressing issues within our agricultural community.

Our Agricultural Literacy and STEM program collaborated with Oregon State University some very dedicated volunteers, we had a very successful Master Gardener class. Our 4-H team was challenged to keep our youth engaged in 4-H in an online format. In our IPM/Field Crops program, our team became experts in live workshops, and virtual field days.

While this has been a year of uncertainty and change, the AWF team continues to bring workshops, and virtual field days. The traditional Arizona Water Festival (AWF) Program was dramatically changed to provide valuable support to teachers who find themselves teaching online. The 10-year-old students have been challenged to plant, grow, and harvest local vegetables. The festival has turned into an online learning module that could be seen anxiously awaiting the Maricopa County Cooperative Extension Discovery 4-H Garden to take place in the fall. The students are doing the garden because it's a fun thing to do and it shows us all how to do even after the standard ticket price had been halved, a measure to encourage social distancing, propelled a quick shift to response to COVID-19, and the need for
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To come to an end, I would say that we have made great progress and gotten some there, we are using our hearts.

By Michael Chamberland

http://www.centrl.org/Class29
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